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LCB Depot’s exhibition & events programme highlights work from a different creative practice every 
month. In March 2021 the focus is on film, photography, and video.  

Artists and filmmakers from across the country including those based in Loughborough and at De 
Montfort Universities will showcase their latest work in our gallery and online 

To find out more visit http://www.lcbdepot.co.uk/event/film 

#film @lcbdepot 
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Morning, Noon and Night 

Emma Lloyd 

Image 

Landscapes are not the artists usual choice of subject matter. Emma normally leans towards 

documentary photography of her life by capturing the people around her, who she is closest to. The 

year that shall not be named has challenged the artist to adapt her practice to focus on the places 

around her, rather than the people (or lack of), and to look for meaning in these surroundings.  

These seascapes were taken in St. Ives, Cornwall, the only place the managed to escape to in 2020. 

She used an Olympus OM1 camera and Ilford HP5 35mm film for this series. The artist describes the 

process of shooting the waves as ‘hypnotic’. The repetitive ebb and flow of the sea being constant, 

yet forever changing their pace and ferocity. Watching the sea enforced a message to the artist about 

the nature of life: there are rough stormy moments, but also times of tranquillity and calm.  

After watching the sea crashing on the coast for several hours it became symbolic of the changes and 

turbulence that are constantly endured. Also, of the importance of reflection and taking moments to 

appreciate the good in life, even if those moments occur in the middle of a pandemic, arguably one of 

the ‘stormiest’ years of our lives.  

The artist has used liquid silver gelatin (liquid light) on ceramic tiles to bring permeance to this 

message. In the work she has chosen a repeat of three images, all exposed with subtle differences, 

that captures the sea violently erupting onto the rocks. In showing the sea at a time of intensity the 

artist reminds us of the inevitable, how we will experience stormy seas and difficulties often, but we 

can take comfort from these images knowing that there will be calm again. 

£200, please contact the artist via email for purchase details- emmajanelloyd@icloud.com 

Artist Bio 

I am a 2020 Loughborough University graduate, achieving a first-class honours in Fine Art. At university 

I specialised in analogue photographic processes. My work is driven by documentation and 

observation of the world around me, within this exists a visual diary to record my thoughts, feelings 

and memories. I combine text work with analogue photography and darkroom experimental 

techniques to distort my work and represent the more ominous emotions I feel. 

I am currently trying to establish my artistic practice at home in North London, and have recently set 

up my own dark room. I am keen to keep experimenting with darkroom processes, to showcase the 

magic of analogue film and gain more opportunities to exhibit and sell my work. My work is 

documentary and touches on themes of mental health and anxiety, I want my work to provide a 

narrative to these issues and comfort to those struggling, that they are not alone. 

 

 

@ejlloydart 

  


